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Webinar Information
• All attendees will be muted.
• If you desire to ask a question, please use the
questions section of the GoToWebinar dialog
box, typically in the upper right corner of the
screen.
• Please do not raise your hand for questions
since we cannot unmute you.
• The questions will either be answered directly
by a panelist or asked to the presenter who will
answer.

Webinar Information
• Poll questions may be asked during the
webinar. They will be left open only a short
period of time so please respond promptly.
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Webinar Information
• At the conclusion of the webinar a short
survey will appear. Please complete it
before signing off.
• A link to view the recorded webinar and the
Powerpoint slides will be provided to you via
email after the webinar.

Interrogating Wireless Routers
Trooper D. Matthew Powell
Pennsylvania State Police
EnCE, CFCE, ACE, A+
PA ICAC Task Force
Pittsburgh High Tech Task Force

Examples of Wireless Routers
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MAC Addresses
The MAC address is a unique value associated with a network adapter/device.
MAC addresses are also known as hardware or physical addresses.
They uniquely identify an adapter/device on a LAN.
MAC addresses are 12-digit hexadecimal numbers (48 bits in length). By
convention, MAC addresses are usually written in one of the following two
formats:
MM:MM:MM:SS:SS:SS or MM-MM-MM-SS-SS-SS
e.g.: 60:33:4b:2a:cf:d1
The first half of a MAC address contains the ID number of the adapter
manufacturer. These IDs are regulated by an Internet standards body.
The second half of a MAC address represents the serial number assigned to
the adapter by the manufacturer.

MAC Addresses
If you do a Google search for the MAC address or visit hwaddress.com
You can enter the MAC address and you will be provided with the
Manufacturer of that device.

How the router is used to communicate on the
network & internet
LAN

Internet
Source: 65.12.25.1
74.125.224.72
Destination: 65.12.25.1
74.125.224.72
192.168.1.103

Source: 192.168.1.102
74.125.224.72
Destination: 74.125.224.72
192.168.1.102
MAC

192.168.1.102

74.125.224.72

ISP

192.168.1.1
65.12.25.1
Dynamic Host Configuration (DHCP)

192.168.1.101

DHCP

Any Questions?
Poll Question #2
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THE SEARCH

Once you find your device…
remember that digital photos and
videos are FREE.
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Before you get to work, lets make
sure no one “logs in” remotely and
destroys evidence…

YOU REALLY DIDN’T JUST TOUCH YOUR
SUSPECT’S PROPERTY WITH OUT GLOVES
ON…. RIGHT?

WARNING!!
Disabling the incoming internet
connection may not be enough.
The router could still be accessed
wirelessly from a location within range
of the wireless signal and changed,
reset to factory settings, etc…
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Remote access is
unlikely, but…
not impossible.
•

By default, most wireless routers DO NOT
allow “admin access” via wireless means.

•

Furthermore, most people running a
wireless network do not enable this
“admin access” via wireless means (likely
because they do not know how).
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REFRESHER COURSE
MAC Address (Media Access Control):
Hardware/Physical Address that uniquely identifies
a device (or a node) on a network.
Node: A processing location on a network. A node
can be a computer (laptop/desktop), a wireless
printer, smartphone, tablet computer or more
specifically the Network Interface Card (network
card) within the device.
It would be beneficial to know your MAC address…
this will be shown later.

Any Questions?

TIME FOR THE

ROUTER INTERROGATION

Poll Question #3
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INTERROGATION TOOLS

GEEK
COFFEE

Not all cables are created equal
(though their general appearance
may be the same). Ensure you are
using a standard “patch” cable.
You should make sure you are not
using a “cross-over cable”.
Patch Cable

Crossover Cable

Turn your laptop’s wireless antenna
OFF prior to interrogating a router.
This is a critical step, if you don’t
your computer may try and connect
via its WiFi capability, meaning you
may never be able to connect to it
for an interrogation.
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Know your forensic laptop, some use a
function key combination, others may have a
physical sliding switch or you may have to
disable it from the operating system.

WHERE CAN I PLUG IN?
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I disabled the incoming internet
connection.

I took a plethora of photographs at
the scene.

I turned off the laptop’s wireless
antenna.
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I connected my laptop to the target
router.

“NOW WHAT DO I DO!”

YOU NOW NEED TO FIND THE IP
ADDRESS OF THE ROUTER,

IP (INTERNET PROTOCOL) ADDRESS: A
numerical identification assigned to devices in a
computer network utilizing Internet Protocol for
communication between its nodes.
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TIME TO VISIT THE GHOST OF
OPERATING SYSTEMS PAST…..
DOS!!!

ROADMAP TO DOS

DOS COMMAND PROMPT
Type “IPCONFIG /ALL” (without the quotes… and there is a space after
“ipconfig”…and no, it’s not case sensitive)
Then press Enter
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THE RESULTS

The Default Gateway is normally 192.168.1.1. The fact that it has been
changed to 192.168.1.2 indicates a user of this router has enough knowledge
about routers to change the I.P. Address.

REMEMBER EARLIER HOW I SAID I
WOULD SHOW YOU LATER IN THE
PRESENTATION HOW TO OBTAIN YOUR
OWN MAC/PHYSICAL ADDRESS?

Any Questions?

CHOOSE YOUR TOOL WITH WHICH TO
INTERROGATE THE TARGET ROUTER
Google Chrome
Mozilla Firefox
Internet Explorer
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• Next enter the Router’s IP address in the URL
bar… in our example it was 192.168.1.2, and
press Enter.
• You should then be prompted for a username
and password

NOTE: The dialog box is a result of your browser looking for login credentials,
not the router. A lot of Linksys/Cisco routers do NOT have a username, only a
password.

There are different ways to obtain the router’s login credentials.
1. They may be written on the router itself by the suspect.
1. They may have never been changed from the default credentials…
Google is your friend here… look them up (we will get to this)
1. If the router was provided by the ISP, the credentials may be
imprinted on the bottom of the device.
2. Last, but definitely not least, ASK THE SUSPECT. Worst case
scenario he says he won’t tell you, but usually, they tell you.

Linksys/Cisco likes using “admin” for the password (remember, usually there is
no username with Linksys/Cisco routers)
Netgear likes using “admin” and “password” or “admin” and “1234” for defaults.
Visit “routerpasswords.com” for a list of common router makes/models for a
complete list.
Just choose your router’s manufacturer from the dropdown list and click “Find
Password”.
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TADA… Just like magic.

And now on the Wireless Security setting, we can see the suspect’s WiFi
password for accessing his router.

Any Questions?
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One minute officer.
Did you happen to mention
anything about breaking my
client’s passwords in your
search warrant?

PASSWORDS AND DATA SECURTIY
DEVICES: Computer passwords and
other data security devices are
designed to restrict access to or hide
computer software, documentation or
data. Data security devices may
consist of hardware, software, or other
programming code. A password
(string of alpha-numeric characters)
usually operates as a sort of digital key
to unlock particular data security
device(s). These items will be seized in
order to facilitate the search of the
computer systems / computer system
components / computer systems
storage media named above. The
reasons these items are listed to be
seized are outlined in the affidavit of
this search warrant and incorporated
hereto by reference

SEARCH WARRANTS
Define password stuff in the “Items to be
searched for and seized” section of your warrant
application.
Mention the possibility of having to break
passwords/encryption in your affidavit and further
request authorization to do so.
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IF THAT DIDN’T WORK, TRY A DIFFERENT
METHOD, ASK YOUR SUSPECT FOR THE
USERNAME AND PASSWORD.

Generally, we get more info out of
suspects by being nice. Having more
than 2 officers (especially if they are
uniformed) in a room during an interview
is bad, it tends to make suspects clam up.

DIDN’T GIVE IT TO YOU??
SOCIAL ENGINEERING: The Art of manipulating
people into performing actions or divulging
confidential information. The term typically applies
to trickery for information gathering or computer
system access.

In other words, what is
the name of the
suspect’s dog?
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“Couldn’t I just hit the reset
button, won’t that clear out the
password and let me in?”
NO, FOR THE LOVE OF…
DON’T DO THAT.

Resetting the router clears
the username/password
AND everything else… the
user’s WiFi password, all the
settings he may have
customized, the logs.
So, YES, you would have
access, just nothing else of
evidentiary value.

If you have tried all
above listed
techniques and still
can’t get in, it might
be time to throw in
the towel.
However, chances are, you will gain
entry.
So, what next???
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DHCP lease tables, router logs, MAC filter lists and the like
are a treasure trove of important information, let’s
examine its contents…

Any Questions?
Poll Questions # 4 & 5
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Have you located this computer in the residence?

Have you located this computer in the residence?
pfSense DHCP log example

Any idea what application normally uses this port?
Windows Remote Desktop… THAT might be
very important.
Is this an outside user gaining access or
does the suspect use RDP?
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“Ok so I found a bunch of
garbly-gook… why is it
important to me or my
investigation?”

If you prove (through router
interrogation) that his client’s
wireless network was encrypted
and/or MAC filtered and thus
exceptionally difficult (though not
impossible) for neighbors, hackers
or “wardrivers*” to connect to it
illegally, it will be that much more
difficult to blame his client’s crimes
on them.
*Wardriving is the act of searching for Wi-Fi wireless networks by a person in a
moving vehicle, using a portable computer, smartphone or tablet computer.

If you prove (through router interrogation)
that his client lied to you about an outside
person connecting, he will have zero
credibility and it will become harder for him
to “testalie” against you.
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In addition to that… what if you find other devices
connected to the router that you haven’t found in
the residence…
It could be another computer being used by an
unauthorized user OR it just might be…
Wireless NAS (Network Attached Storage) is a real
possibility and could be hidden somewhere, like in the attic
(really occurred in one case). A router interrogation can
reveal the existence of a NAS device or devices, hidden
desktop computers, laptops that may not be on scene at the
time or recently removed computers or gaming systems.
If you leave without it… what do you think will happen to that
evidence as soon as you drive away?

NAS
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Finally, there is always the possibility that a
neighbor or wardriver really did illegally connect
to the “suspect’s” open or even encrypted
wireless network and commit the crime(s) you
are investigating.

OTHER DECENT TOOLS
Directional Antennas
WiFi Detectors
and probably the most widely
used these days… the iPhone
or an Android phone – using
apps like Fing, WiFi Radar, WiFi
Analyzer, etc…

Ponch and I are now open for any
last questions you may have.
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